Investigations on continuous and pulsed interrogation for a CPT atomic clock.
We investigated the influence of some critical parameters and operating conditions such as cell temperature, laser intensity, and interrogation technique affecting the performances of a gas cell Cs frequency standard based on coherent population trapping (CPT). Thanks to an original experimental setup, the atoms can be trapped in the dark state and interrogated using continuous wave (CW) or pulsed coherent optical radiations. Using a double-lambda scheme, a signal contrast as high as 52% has been measured in the continuous regime for an optimum cell temperature of 35 degrees C. Compared with the conventional continuous CPT interrogation, the pulsed interrogation technique reduces the light shift by a factor of 300 and allowed it to reach high-frequency stability for higher laser intensities. The frequency stability has been measured to be 9 x 10(-13) for a 1 s integration time. Main noise contributions limiting the short-term and medium-term frequency stability are reviewed and estimated.